
“I was surprised when 
my friends entered with 
the birthday cake and 
a ‘shark’ showed up. It 
was really unforgettable 
and touching.”

Iris Cheung (4E)

Across:
1.  It is a historic building in Singapore. It is currently a 

food center.
4. The language that we use in Singapore
6. The name of the tattoo we made
7.  The place where we went on a heritage trip with SJC 

students
9.  The Island in the south of Singapore with a man-

made beach
11.  Singaporeans emphasize this. There is no 

discrimination among them.
12. It is a dam in Singapore.

Down:
2.  It is an opera using union smoke and fire, the water 

jet and the laser special effect.
3. An informal word for “friend”
5. The zoo that is only open at night in Singapore
8.  It is the focal point of Singapore’s Indian 

Community.
10. The school we visited
13. The theme park where we stayed overnight
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All answers can be found in the diary.

Designed by Tracy Kwan 4C
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I’ve learnt a lot about 
Singapore. I’ve changed a lot 
after those five days. I enjoyed 
the study tour. I love Singapore. 
I’ll never forget it.

Tracy Kwan 4C

The tour was definitely 
an unforgettable learning 
experience. It’s educational 
and filled with joy.

QueenieYu 4E

An inspiring trip! The 
Singaporean friends are really 
kind and warm. Can’t wait to 
meet them again on 20 May!  

Eric Hui 4D

The study tour was a very valuable 
experiential learning opportunity for 
students. It provided students with 
cultural encounter and interesting 
experiences which stimulated reflection. 
Students could also make friends with 
their counterparts from another global 
city. It was a very fruitful experience for 
students indeed.

Mr Leung KC
Vice-Principal

This was a great chance for 
us to learn! If possible, I 
would like to choose to live 
in Singapore for a few years!  
Besides, I hope Hong Kong 
government can learn from 
the Singaporean government, 
especially its strategies for 
environmental protection.  

Jackie Ng 4B

It’s a very good experience 
for me to learn English and 
other cultures at the same 
time. 

Kaye Cheng 4B

I’ve learnt about the cultures 
of Singapore. The study tour 
is meaningful.

Cassie Chan 4A

This exchange tour was 
amazing. The Singaporeans 
we met are so nice! This tour 
has widened my horizons.  

Crystal Siu 4B

It’s great! I’ve made friends 
with lots of students of 
different races.  

Hester To 4D
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What they saidabout the tour
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SHUNIQUE @ s-i-n-g-a-p-o-r-e

1

	 Since	2000,	our	school	has	organized	an	annual	study	tour	to	
China.	With	the	aim	of	providing	an	authentic	environment	for	our	
students	to	use	English	as	well	as	broadening	students’	exposure,	
our	 school	 started	 to	 plan	 a	 study	 tour	 to	 Singapore	 this	 year.	
This	is	the	first	time	that	our	school	has	organized	a	study	tour	to	
places	outside	China.	We	did	encounter	quite	a	lot	of	difficulties.	
Luckily,	we	managed	to	overcome	all	the	difficulties	and	set	out	
for	Singapore	on	30th	April.

	 Forty	 delegates,	 four	 other	 teachers	 and	 I	 had	 a	wonderful	
and	 precious	 experience	 in	 this	 trip.	 Our	 students	 have	 been	
greatly	 impressed	 by	 the	 Singaporean	 government’s	 initiatives	
for	 conservation	 of	 the	 environment	 and	 city	 planning.	 The	
exposure	provided	them	with	a	chance	to	compare	the	situation	
in	 Singapore	 with	 that	 in	 Hong	 Kong	 and	 look	 into	 the	 issues	
involved.	The	school	visit	to	St	Joseph	Convent	was	a	unique	and	
unforgettable	 experience	 for	 our	 students	 too.	 Many	 students	
enjoyed	the	school	visit	very	much	as	they	were	given	a	chance	to	
attend	the	lessons,	give	presentations	in	their	lessons	and	visit	an	
ethnic	neighbourhood	in	Katong,	with	the	Singaporean	buddies.	
Through	the	visit,	they	have	gained	a	better	understanding	of	how	
Singaporean	students	learn	in	their	school	and	the	school	culture.	
Our	students	have	made	friends	with	their	buddies,	even	though	
they	met	each	other	for	only	two	days.	The	scene	at	the	airport	
impressed	me	most	 as	 some	 Singaporean	 girls	 from	 St	 Joseph	
Convent	came	to	the	airport	to	say	goodbye	to	-our	students.	

	 I	really	enjoyed	the	experience	I	had	with	my	colleagues	and	
my	students	in	these	five	days.	I	think	this	was	a	unique	experience	
for	me	as	well	as	my	students	to	broaden	our	horizons.	I	am	sure	
they	have	learnt	a	lot	of	things	that	we	teachers	can	never	teach	
in	classroom.	This	experiential	learning	acquired	surely	helps	our	
students	 to	achieve	the	aims	of	whole-person	development	and	
enables	 them	 to	 develop	 the	 life-long	 learning	 capabilities	 that	
are	needed	in	our	ever-changing	society.

Miss Chim Yin Chu
Vice-Principal & Tour Co-ordinator
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Garden City to Model Green City

 Singapore is renowned as ‘Garden City’. Lush greenery could be found throughout the city. The National 
Environment Agency (NEA) in Singapore is the department that is responsible for environment planning in Singapore. 
It introduces different measures to maintain the green environment in Singapore. It launches different campaigns and 
activities regularly to promote the idea of environmental protection to the public.  The careful planning of the NEA 
brings a good environment to Singaporeans.  

 The Singaporean government has built a lot of green belts, for example, the Albizia saman, which connect the 
Singapore Changi Airport and the town center.  The government and the NEA also encourage ‘greening’ of the city 
wisely.  The government provides subsidies to enterprises or companies to encourage them to build green areas near 
their buildings or on the roof of the buildings. This also contributes to the green environment.

 When it comes to pollution, the government adopts strict controls. Clear regulations are 
introduced for citizens and enterprises to follow. This can ease pollution problems like water 
pollution. The government also prohibits vehicles that do not meet the European emission 
standards from running on the road in order to minimize air pollution.  On the other hand, 
the Singaporean government promotes the reduction and recycling of rubbish to cut down the 
amount of garbage in the city.  The government also develops renewable energy resources to 
reduce reliance on fossil fuels.

 The public education and the law enforcement really help to protect the environment of 
Singapore. Singaporeans have developed acute environmental awareness under the measures 
adopted by the government.  

 Singapore is not content to be just a Garden City. She is heading towards a Model Green 
City.

- DAY 1 – 30 / 3 -

 I can’t believe forty of us are here – Singapore at last! The preparatory work was quite tough but we soon 
realised it’s well worth the effort upon our arrival. We enjoyed our first meal in Singapore, a BBQ dinner at our resort. 
It’s my first time having a BBQ under such hot weather without soft drinks!

- DAY 2 – 31 / 3 -

 The day for school visit to St. Joseph’s Convent (SJC)! The morning call was at 5. We managed to arrive at 
the school on time for the morning assembly. Like ours, their assembly began with a  morning prayer. After that the 
principal showed two students’ winning pieces of art work. It’s a great honour to the two students, isn’t it? 
 Lessons here are different from those in HK as the atmosphere is much more relaxing. Students are very 
eager to raise questions and answer teachers’ questions. I think their active learning is an example to us. And one 
interesting thing is that their PE teachers ask them to run around the school along the corridors (as their school 
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Transport in Singapore

 Singapore puts great emphasis on transport planning and transport system. The rising population growth and 
tourist arrivals contribute to increasing usage of public transport. More and more private car ownership also minimizes 
road capacity. Different measures have been implemented to tackle the problems.

 In order to control vehicle flow, the Land Transport Authority in Singapore restricted vehicle quotas on the road in 
town centre. An area licensing scheme named Electronic Road Pricing was launched in 1975. When private vehicles 
enter central areas, they have to show the smartcard to travel on certain roads. ERP was once proposed in Hong Kong. 
Owing to the flaming controversy over disclosure of personal travel tracks, the scheme has been shelved. 

 Car Ownership Policy is also carried out. The maximum life expectancy of a 
private car in Singapore is ten years. Car owners should change their vehicles once 
every ten years. Renewed vehicle emission standards could be met while changing 
the vehicles. The government might sell the private vehicles as second-hand cars to 
other countries. This helps increase government revenue.

 While explicitly realizing the limited land resources in Singapore, the Land 
Transport Authority has formulated strategic planning to 

relieve the problem. Above all, they have 
a vision. They look ahead and strive for 
sustainable development for the well-being 
of the next generation. This ambition has 
successfully made Singapore a developed 
and a ‘more’ developed country.

building is somehow like a hollow prism) for three minutes at the start of each PE lesson. By the way, I’m quite 
impressed by their school environment.
The school emphasizes ‘Learning takes place everywhere’. We could see mathematical formulas on the staircase and 
display of students’ work everywhere.
 In the afternoon we, together with our SJC buddies, went on a heritage trip. The area we visited is called 
Katong, which is traditionally associated with Eurasian and Peranakan community. It has a rich cultural mix. We 
visited an Indian Temple where we had to take off our shoes before entering it. During the whole HISTORICAL trip, 
I was distracted from the historical facts by the DELICIOUS LOCAL FOOD we tasted! I just couldn’t help myself. 
The rice dumpling with a special flavour was really my cup of tea! We’re all very full at the end of the trip.
 After saying good-bye to our buddies, we visited one of the most famous tourist spots in Singapore – the 
MERLION. It’s much smaller than I expected. Almost all of us took a picture with the pose of pretending to drink 
the water from the mouth of the Merlion. It’s fun. We had dinner at Lau Ba Sat, which is a food stall with Victorian 
architecture. A great variety of food could be found there and most of the food was spicy. It’s an enjoyable day.

- DAY 3 – 1 / 4 -

 The day started with lessons in SJC again. Both Shun Lee students and SJC students gave presentations to 
have a cultural exchange. SJC students showed greater confidence in the presentation without using scripts. We really 
should follow them. The lessons were relaxing and interactive. We enjoyed the lessons very much. 
 We then had a farewell party with our buddies. We took many pictures and said ‘See you on Facebook’ to 
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Racial harmony
Singapore – One country, many races, but one vision only

 There are churches, mosques, Hindu shrines and Taoist temples built close together. In the housing estate, every 
block of flats has a mix of races, people of different races, backgrounds and lifestyles living together under the same 
roof. This is Singapore. 

 In fact, Singapore is a country with racial diversity. There is a population of nearly 5 million including Chinese 
(76.9%), Malays (14%), Indians (7.7%) and other races (1.4%). However, no matter whether we are in China Town, 
Katong or Little India, we can find people of different races living together in harmony.

 How can Singapore maintain such a high level of racial harmony? The answer is simple. Singaporeans are 
educated to have the same vision – to work hard so as to achieve a better quality of life, no matter what colour your 
skin is, which race you belong to and what language you use. They emphasize cooperation and therefore they seldom 
think of conflicts. This spirit of co-operation and cohesiveness creates possibilities and inspires everyone to work 
hard towards the same vision. Singaporeans celebrate the racial harmony they are having right now annually on 
21 July to remind themselves of the importance of it and celebrate the success 
of being a racially harmonious nation and society built on a rich diversity of 
culture and heritage. When the whole nation believes in the same thing, nothing 
is impossible.

 The smiling faces of students of different races in the school we visited are 
extremely impressive to me. In Singapore, people generally recognize each 
other as unique individuals rather than as people divided by racial and religious 
boundaries. Such an understanding proves the development of a mature and 
cohesive society that could be an excellent example for others to follow.

each other for many times. Amy’s buddy cried when we were leaving. They hugged each other. It’s so warm and 
touching.
 We then visited the Marina Barrage, which is a dam built across the Marina Channel to keep out seawater, 
forming Singapore’s first reservoir in the heart of the city. It is a government initiative to maintain water supply and 
control flood. We strolled around the grassland above the dam, seeing lots of youngsters flying kites and having 
picnic.
 Next we went to the Land Transport Gallery where we learnt about how the government has enhanced the 
Singaporeans’ quality of life with a well-developed transport network. The Electronic Road Pricing Scheme has been 
implemented in Singapore and it has greatly eased traffic congestion. Why don’t our government adopt this scheme? 
I’ll find out more about this scheme.
 In the evening we had another highlight of the trip – The Night Safari! The train tour visiting the wild animals 
was not as exciting as I expected since the animals were not very active at night, yet I still appreciated the zoo 
management’s effort in simulating various geographic zones in different parts of the world for different wild animals. 
The zoo management also emphasize environmental protection. Our last stop at the zoo was of course the gift shop.  
I bought one little toy panda for my younger brother as a souvenir.

- DAY 4 – 2 / 4 -

 We travelled to Little India first. It’s an ethnic community in Singapore that is completely Indian in feel 
and flavour. There are shops selling Indian accessories and spices. Some girls tried the Indian tattoo ‘Henna’. It’s so 
unique and beautiful! We then visited the China Town. There were shops lining both sides of the street, like the Ladies 
Market in Hong Kong! Everything was so familiar. Through the visit to these two places, I can feel the racial harmony 
in Singapore.
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Crime and Punishment

 Before the trip to Singapore, we have got some knowledge about 
the country through doing a project. We found that the crime rate in 
Singapore is even lower than that of Hong Kong. It is mainly due to the 
strict law enforcement and heavy penalty for crimes. If you are found 
chewing gum in Singapore, you will be fined heavily and also caned. 
Besides, smoking is not allowed in indoor and public areas and the 
penalty is $1000. Crossing the road without following proper instruction 
will be photographed by local reporters. The photo will be published in 
the newspaper.

 The punishment for crimes is severe and insulting. However, 
the law enforcement is actually not as strict as what we thought. For 
example, we can still find people chewing gum. Flushing is not a big 
problem because most of the flushing system in toilets is automatic.

 The law enforcement may not be that stringent but it is true that 
Singaporeans are mostly obedient and well-behaved under the ‘parental’ 
rule of Singapore government. It is hard to find a piece of rubbish on 
the streets. It’s rare to hear someone shouting loudly in public areas too. 
Singaporeans are civilized and they have a strong sense of belonging to 

their country. Therefore, the environment in Singapore is beautiful and the crime rate is rather low.

 After lunch, it was the time to explore Sentosa Island. I was so excited! The Siloso Beach was so clean and 
big. I enjoyed the lush greenery there. In the evening we watched the show ‘Song of the Sea’ on the beach. The laser 
special effects, star light water, the union smoke and fire were fantastic! I was like in a mysterious world!
 Then we’ve lots of fun in the Underwater World. We attended lessons about the marine life and we visited 
some sea animals. I met ‘mermaid’, Dugong! It looked so silly but cute. Tonight we’re all sleeping in the tunnel. 
We’re like living in the ocean. I even feel as if I was swimming with the fishes. What an extraordinary experience!

- DAY 5 – 3 / 4 -

 Time flies. This is our last day in Singapore.  We continued our adventure in the Underwater World. We had 
a close encounter with the sea lions. We had a chance to touch it. It was ... umm ... quite coarse and wet! The dolphin 
show was terrific too! I’ve learnt more about dolphins’ daily life.
 In the afternoon, we visited the NEWater Centre. NEWater is treated used water that provides an alternative 
source to supplement Singapore’s water supply. The advanced technology used is so amazing!
 Finally, we arrived at the airport. To our surprise, our buddies from SJC came to see us off. I’m going to really 
miss them. We kept waving to each other and we all cried. Oh! I can’t wait to chat with them on Facebook or MSN 
:D!
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